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Safety Moment – Bond Street Site Visit 19 March 2018

Observations

• PPE compliance was good

• Access routes were clear

• Housekeeping was good

• Escape routes were well marked

• Safe working practices 

Reflections

• Pre-visit briefing was appropriate – it told us what we 

needed to know for a 45 min escorted tour

• Challenge is to maintain and continuously improve HSE 

as work levels increase with the inevitable schedule 

pressure to complete.
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Introduction & Methodology

Introduction

• CRL is in the process of updating its cost projections to reflect the move to a revised schedule (MOHS 18).  This 

includes a top down contract by contract assessment of potential cost increases primarily due to outstanding work and 

prolongation, and subsequently generating a revised total programme outturn based on six scenarios.

• Jacobs were requested by JST to perform an independent review of the CRL generated costs, focusing on the 

approach utilised and corresponding reliability of the cost forecasts generated.

• Ultimately JST are seeking to understand the upper and lower limits of the cost forecast range (book ends), such that 

budgetary provision may be made as necessary.

Methodology

• A three step approach has been undertaken comprising:

– Data gathering on the scenarios and corresponding contracts including the scope, cost, schedule and risk.

– Review all the scenarios to understand the approach taken and identify uncertainties, issues and inconsistencies.

– Interview key personnel involved to understand the logic, approach and thinking employed.

• The output comprises scenario flow diagrams and data uncertainty assessment, coupled with an overview of the main 

threats regarding cost to go.
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Scenarios
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Scenario Range Description
Increase to

IP2 (mln)

A

1
Work proceeds as per current MOHS and P10 AFCDC used as basis for costing.  Outturn 

per contract based on updated management view.
£140

2
Work delayed vs current MOHS but recovered (acceleration, resources and work around), 

with Scenario A1 used as basis for costing.
£231

3
Work delayed further vs current MOHS requiring substantial recovery (acceleration, 

resources, prolongation and work around), with Scenario A2 used as basis for costing.
£283

B

1
Physical works completed on schedule, but delay in systems testing and commissioning, or 

incurring a 3 month delay to Stage 3 opening. Scenario A2 used as basis for costing.
£285

2
Physical works completed on schedule, but delay in systems testing and commissioning, or 

incurring a 6 month delay to Stage 3 opening. Scenario A2 used as basis for costing.
£314

3
Physical works completed but major commissioning event occurs resulting in a 12 month 

delay, with extended care and commissioning. Scenario A2 used as basis for costing.
£344

The following scenarios were developed by CRL within which the cost impact vs. the P10 (2018) reported outturn for each live 

contract was assessed, generating a revised total outturn for the scenario which was then compared to approved investment (IP2).
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Uncertainty Analysis - Scenario Outturn Cost Change 
Analysis Completed

• A qualitative assessment of all the data inputs and calculations in terms of the data utilised against the following three 

categories:

Recognised – P10 Board Report, Project Risk Register, etc.

Supported – Combination of recognised source data and experience led best practice to generate cost data.

Subjective – Experience led assessment and data generation only.

• Process data maps for each scenario were generated.

• The assessment also considered both uncertainty distribution and magnitude for each scenario OT increase.

– Heat maps have been generated to show the distribution 

– Pie charts have been prepared to indicate the magnitude and relative proportion

• It is important to note that the only “Recognised” data point as per the above definition was the P10 AFCDC value  (i.e. the 

starting point).

• Work has also been completed to understand the distribution and magnitude of data/calculation inconsistency or source 

uncertainty.
7
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Data Process Maps – Scenario B
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Emerging Findings
Context

• CRL had limited time to prepare the analysis and consequently they have used data to hand and tacit knowledge, top down analysis undertaken by 

competent and experienced people, with a desire to isolate from project delivery teams.  This is understandable and reasonable.

• Overall to be reviewing single digit cost variations in the final stages of a major programme of this complexity and size is commendable.

Approach Followed

• Overall it is a logical process and an expected approach to answer the question posed by the Joint Sponsors.

• The methodology favours tacit understanding over forensic analysis, using the current and forecast cost position to determine potential outcomes.

• The scenarios are understandable but not necessarily all encompassing, and there is considerable subjectivity and experience led input and 

assessment.

• The acceleration and recovery costs are based on the prolongation costs and not a bottom up quantification of actual resources needed to accelerate, 

and they assume acceleration is achievable.

Outer Limits – “Book Ends” 

• .

• The scenarios assume rigid boundaries, whereas reality is likely to have variability in project completion and transition operations.

• The costs and schedule are based on an optimised demobilisation at the end of Q3 2018 and the current MOHS18 is under review.

• Dynamic testing complexity is understood but not clear how this is reflected throughout the programme costs and the programme is currently losing time 

at the back end to thoroughly test.  This is a concern.

• Changes in commercial models from Option C to hybrid arrangements may erode commercial incentives for completion and expose CRL to 

subcontractor claims.

• There are differences in the CRL vs. Contractor views on the defined cost position, and one month delay equates to  in time related (only) costs.

• The current scenarios provide an overview of potential cost increase ranges, but are not definitively the “book ends”.
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Emerging Recommendations

Context

• The extent to which further review and analysis should be undertaken depends on the forecast accuracy desired in consideration of the budget impact 

for future investment plans.

Recommendations to Support a +/- £100mln Accuracy

• Review the updated MOHS18 schedule and re-assess the cost impact through the existing scenarios.

• Undertake a focussed review of contracts  with a view to substantiate and quantify:

– Prolongation cost and risk

– Recovery cost and capability to achieve

– Risks and unresolved trends

– Subcontractor positions and overall validity of Contractor view.

– Hybrid contract risks and potential cost impact.

Recommendations to Support a +/- £10mln Accuracy

• Complete as for +/- £100mln.

• Extend focussed review to the top 10 contracts.

• Build a more complex model and run multiple scenarios to generate a potential OT probability distribution.

• Evaluate the distribution tail and develop mitigations to manage.
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Emerging Findings

Programme Schedule

• All projects are experiencing a concertina effect as work is compressed against a hard finish of 9 Dec 2018, with negligible float for future 

problems, delays and defects correction, and all are continuously working to recover progress.

• Consistent concerns exist re specialist resource constraints (e.g. MEP), project management teams appear at capacity, and the blockade 

approach will be critical to success and a real test of the project’s ability to meet schedule commitments.

• The programme is strongly focussed on achieving Stage 3 opening as planned, yet the volume of physical work remaining, including O&M 

documentation, and the complexity of system integration, testing, commissioning, and operational handover is significant.

Programme Cost

• The data and evidence reviewed to date supports a position that  currently the most optimistic scenario 

based forecast OT, and therefore budget provision should be made accordingly.

• The costs associated with post-Stage 3 project completion warrant further consideration as they are potentially exposed to constraints from 

construction in live operating environments and a prolonged duration.

Overall Programme

Combining the data, evidence, tacit knowledge and observations made leads to the following emerging key points:

• The very strong focus on schedule is driving the projects to deliver Stage 3 opening and costs are increasing in order to achieve this.

• The likelihood of full completion as planned is low and therefore there is a high potential of significant residual work extending into 2019.

• The additional costs associated with a long project completion tail require further detailed analysis to inform the Joint Sponsors of the likely 

quantum and duration, and hence impact on overall budget.
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